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After the Federal Communications Commission voted last week to rescind "net neutrality" regulations,
some Massachusetts lawmakers want to introduce a state-level version of the law. The FCC, under
President Donald Trump's appointees, recently undid Obama-era regulations ensuring that internet
providers cannot prioritize content. Under the change, broadband internet providers can block
websites or charge for certain websites or content.
Supporters of the move say it will generate competition. Opponents say consumers will have a harder
time accessing online content, while smaller companies may have to pay to reach consumers. In
Massachusetts, state Sen. Barbara L'Italien, D-Andover, Senate chairwoman of the Joint Committee
on Consumer Protection and Professional Licensure and a candidate for Congress, sponsored a bill to
codify net neutrality. The bill was co-sponsored by freshman state Rep. Andy Vargas, D-Haverhill.
The bill would prohibit broadband internet providers from blocking, throttling or engaging in paid
prioritization, often referred to as creating "fast lanes," of lawful internet content. "A free and open
internet is the foundation of communication in our modern society," L'Italien said in a statement. "The
recent FCC rollback blocks free speech and access to opportunity."
State Sen. Jamie Eldridge, D-Acton, said he plans to introduce a similar bill creating net neutrality
rules for all internet providers operating in Massachusetts. "The FCC's decision to dismantle net
neutrality rules will seriously harm consumers, innovation, and civic engagement," Eldridge said in a
statement. "It will fundamentally change how people access and use the internet by giving internet
providers like AT&T, Comcast, and Verizon the legal right to suppress political opinions they disagree
with, slow down web content, and stifle innovation by start-ups.” – Springfield (MA) Republican
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___________________________________________________
Tom Wheeler, the former
chairman of the Federal
Communications
Commission (FCC) under
President Obama, on
Wednesday called for
internet giants like
Facebook and Google to
be regulated. “It is time
to recognize that the
most powerful companies
in the country should not
be making their own
rules,” Wheeler wrote in
a blog post for the Biden
Forum. “These are not
evil companies or
malicious executives,” he
continued. “In the
absence of ground rules,
however, human nature
and economic incentive
take over. Aided and
abetted by their powerful
technological capabilities,
the companies that
control the internet are
free to impose their will
without permission or
oversight.”
In 2015, Wheeler passed
the FCC’s net neutrality
rules, which were
repealed last week by the
agency’s current
Republican majority. Ajit
Pai, who succeeded
Wheeler as chairman this
year, has argued that the
regulations were
unnecessary and
onerous. The rules
required internet service
providers to treat all web traffic equally, prohibiting them from blocking or slowing down certain sites
and from creating internet “fast lanes.”
Pai has also made the case that giant internet platforms like Facebook, Google and Twitter pose a
much greater threat to an open internet than the broadband industry that his agency is
deregulating. But Wheeler argued on Wednesday that both industries need greater government
oversight. He wrote that tech platforms have grown to the point where they have the power to
dominate competitors across multiple industries and are able to exploit consumers’ personal
information. “Multinational tech firms such as Google and Facebook have rocketed to become the
most valuable companies in the world by hijacking and selling something that isn’t theirs — the intimate
and personal information about how we each live our lives,” Wheeler wrote. “And now, the network
companies have joined in this exploitation to use your private information.” – The Hill
___________________________________________________
21st Century Fox Executive Chairman Rupert Murdoch pushed hard to persuade regulators two
decades ago to allow his media company to own both a television studio and a broadcast network.
Now he’s abandoning the strategy as Fox’s rivals have come to embrace it.

Mr. Murdoch’s decision to sell the Twentieth Century Fox studio to Walt Disney Co., among other
assets, while retaining the Fox broadcast network, has raised fears in Hollywood about the media
company’s commitment to entertainment programming, and created uncertainty about the network’s
stability and future.
The proposed $52.4 billion deal with Disney comes as Fox is entering the TV “pilot” season, when new
shows are being developed for the next season. This year, the network is under added pressure to
find new hits after a prolonged ratings slump. “Fox Broadcasting is a big unknown right now so, as a
producer with a new show about to debut there, that’s a concern,” said Steve Levitan, the co-creator of
ABC’s “Modern Family” who has a new sitcom called “LA to Vegas” premiering on Fox next month.
“Will they remain a buyer of big, quality dramas and comedies that bring in the types of viewers who
will watch our show? I certainly hope so.”
Landing talent could also be more difficult. One veteran show producer said if the choice of where to
put an actor in a pilot came down to CBS and Fox, it is now an easier call. Fox’s prime time
entertainment programming is averaging 4.6 million viewers in the TV season that began in
September, through early December, a decline of 8% from the same period a year ago, according to
Nielsen. It is second in the coveted demographic of adults aged 18-49 if sports are included.
Besides the Fox channel, Fox Broadcasting includes 28 local television stations whose revenue
makes the network profitable. Fox is banking on several mid-season shows to boost its ratings. In
addition to “LA to Vegas,” a show about the crew and passengers who fly the LA-Vegas route, the
network has a new police drama called “9-1-1” from acclaimed producer Ryan Murphy, the return of
the cult hit “The X-Files” and a new musical talent show called “The Four.”
When Mr. Murdoch was building out the Fox network in the early 1990s, he persuaded the Federal
Communications Commission to allow his company to own both a network and a sister production
studio to supply it with shows. The logic of having a studio and network together, as all of Fox’s major
rivals do, is arguably even greater now. Networks rely on their in-house studios for content, and the
arrangement makes it easier for them to negotiate rights to their shows—so they can, for example,
offer past episodes in an app. That makes the decision to split up the Twentieth Century Fox studio,
which Disney is buying, and Fox especially unusual.
On a call with analysts last Thursday, Mr. Murdoch offered few specifics about the future of Fox
Broadcasting beyond saying it would continue to make its own shows and acquire content from
independent studios. “People like Warner Bros. and Sony will be looking to us to buy our programs.
So I think we’re in a strong position for buying—for getting all the programs we need,” Mr. Murdoch
said.
A spokesman for 21st Century Fox declined to comment. 21st Century Fox and Wall Street Journalparent News Corp share common ownership. “There are independent studios out there more than
happy to sell to a network that has really broad reach and is an outstanding platform to get awareness
for their content,” said Peter Liguori a former senior Fox TV executive and former Tribune Media Chief
Executive.
Still, some observers question just how committed 21st Century Fox will be to broadcast television
after the deal closes. “Rupert Murdoch is the ultimate pragmatist. If he believed that broadcast
television was a growth business, he would have never parted with the studio,” said Sandy Grushow, a
former chairman of Fox Entertainment and now chief executive of Phase Two Media, an investment
and advisory firm. Disney would be unable to acquire the Fox network because federal regulations
bar one company from owning two major broadcast networks.
Some aspects of the Fox network’s economics could get more challenging as a standalone entity.
Long-running shows such as “The Simpsons” and “Family Guy” have become very expensive—they
cost between $4 million and $5 million per episode, according to an executive familiar with the matter.
If a sister studio isn’t benefiting from keeping those shows on the air then the cost may be hard to
justify.
One possibility, former Fox executives said, is that a leaner Fox will rely on more unscripted, sports
and news content instead of scripted entertainment programming, which is more expensive. Inside
Fox Broadcasting, the general mood is one of anxiety and sadness, according to several company
employees. The parent company held multiple town-hall meetings at the Daryl F. Zanuck theater on
the Century City lot in Los Angeles late last week to discuss the ramifications of the Disney deal.
However, they didn’t discuss the fate of Fox in any detail. Senior management said they knew little
about the Disney deal, attendees said.

There are also questions about which executives will be steering the ship once the Disney deal
closes. Fox Networks Group Chairman Peter Rice, along with executives Dana Walden and Gary
Newman who oversee the Fox network and 20th Century Fox Television studio, could end up at
Disney or strike out on their own. Mr. Rice, who oversees a TV unit that includes the broadcast
network, compared the deal to an “earthquake” and told attendees that the company was “processing”
what it means. “Thirty years ago I would have taken a bet from anyone that I would leave the company
before Rupert sold it.” – Wall Street Journal

